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TRANSITION ROD HOLDALLS
K0290060 3 Rod Holdall 168cm 69,99 €
H168 W29 D15cm
K0290061 3 Rod Holdall 198cm 79,99 €
H198 W29 D15cm

These rod holdalls provide loads of protection for
made-up rods and reels. There’s a highly padded
area for three setups on the inside, plus a large outer
pocket for your landing net and handle. The padded
shoulder strap is adjustable, and the carry handle
makes life easy on the bank. Increased protection
offered for rod guides due to the bumped section
at the top of the holdall - a great, simple way to
transport your gear.
• Unique combination of materials that make our
luggage lighter, tougher and more waterproof
than ever
• Available in models for both 10’ and 12’ twopiece rods
• Padded shoulder strap and carrying handle
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TRANSITION OPPORTUNIST FOLDALL
K0290059 2 Rod Foldall 119,99 €
H130 W28 D20cm

For the short rod angler, this is the ultimate item of luggage. It’s both a rod
holdall and carryall, giving you three compartments for your tackle, along with
total protection for two rods, landing net handle and even an outer pocket for
your banksticks, brollies and nets. Of the three tackle compartments, one is
a cool bag compartment for bait. The bag can be perfectly balanced due to
its adjustable padded shoulder strap.
• Unique combination of materials that make our luggage lighter, tougher
and more waterproof than ever
• Totally unique folding design that offers a compact area for rods, reels
and your tackle
• Adjustablke padded shoulder strap and carrying handles
• Perfect for 8’ two-piece rods, or 10’ extending rods like our Opportunist
and XTND range
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OPPORTUNIST X SERIES RODS
For anglers who embrace the Opportunist style of fishing, we've developed a hardcore range of rods
that aren't additional rods in your armoury, they're your first choice for big fish hunting. Designed to
work just as well on running water as stillwaters, the Opportunist X rods combine high-modulus carbon
blanks with Minima guides, slim cork handles and anti-frap tip guides. As part of the series, we also
have our XTND models, 10' rods that pack down to the same size as an 8' two-piece rod. All can be
used in our Opportunist luggage series easily and effectiely. Having one chosen transport size makes
it easier than ever to become a true Opportunist angler.

10’ OPPORTUNIST XTND 2.25LB
K0330031 89,99 €

Telescopic butt section extends the rod to 10',
making it ideal for many species.

Opportunist X

Opportunist XTND
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10’ OPPORTUNIST XTND 2.75LB
K0330032 89,99 €

Telescopic butt section extends the rod to 10’, with
more power for big fish or heavier weights.

KORUM NEW PRODUCTS 2021

8’ OPPORTUNIST X QUIVER
K0330027 79,99 €

Two piece rod supplied with a fibreglass 2oz tip
and carbon 4oz tip.

8’ OPPORTUNIST X 2LB
K0330028 79,99 €

Two piece rod perfect for a multitude of species.

8’ OPPORTUNIST X 2.5LB
K0330029 79,99 €

Two piece rod with more power for bigger fish and
heavier weights.

G

G

G

K0330027 8’ Quiver

2450mm

1225mm

155g

15-90g

4-10lb

10+1

2

2oz, 4oz

K0330028 8’ 2lb

2450mm

1225mm

165g

30-120g

8-15lb

6+1

2

n/a

K0330029 8’ 2.5lb

2450mm

1225mm

174g

60-180g

8-18lb

6+1

2

n/a

K0330031 10’ 2.5lb

3040mm

1225mm

206g

45-150g

8-18lb

6+1

2

n/a

K0330032 10’ 2.75

3040mm

1225mm

226g

60-200g

8-20lb

6+1

2

n/a
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Customised to suit the needs of the
modern big-fish river angler. Complete
with white tips for bite detection,
tough SIC lined rod guides and slim
cork handles. These functional tools
are perfect for chasing big barbel. All
rods feature an anti-frap tip guide
and pack down into two equal pieces.

12’ BARBEL 2.5LB
K0330023 79,99 €

An extreme rod for extreme conditions, great when
using big feeders in fast flowing rivers, weirs and
deep water. Purpose built for big fish.

12’ BARBEL QUIVER
K0330024 79,99 €

This powerful quiver rod is perfect when fishing
in low-water conditions. Has enough power to lob
large feeders and tame even the hardest fighting
river fish. Comes with two tips, 4oz and 6oz carbon.

G
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G

G

K0330023 12’ 2.5lb

3650mm

1860mm

330g

60-200g

10-20lb

8+1

2

n/a

K0330024 12’ Barbel Quiver

3650mm

1860mm

250g

20-120g

6-12lb

11+1

2

4oz carbon, 6oz carbon
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ZELOS REELS
K0340017 4000 / K0340018 5000 59,99 €
K0340019 4000 Spare Spool / K0340020 5000 Spare Spool 17,99 €

The Zelos is the ultimate wide arbour reel for a multitude of modern coarse
fishing techniques. The Zelos is also our first reel to feature our K-Fold
aluminium handle, which enables you to fold the handle away during
transit easily and effectively. It’s smooth drag system and precise carbon
steel bearings deliver power where it counts, whilst the S-Stroke system
provides superior line management. A great reel when using heavier line
or fishing at distance on lakes and rivers.
• 5 carbon steel ball bearings + 1 needle bearing
• One way clutch with instant anti-reverse bearing
• High strength graphite body and rotor
• Anti-twist titanium line roller
• Oversized aluminium bail with computer analysed balanced rotor
• Machined and anodised aluminium spool
• Line-friendly aluminium line clip
• New folding CNC handle with soft touch rubber grip
• S-Stroke system for perfect line lay
• Gear ratio 4.6:1

4000: Line Capacity : Lb/yds 6lb/180yds, 8lb/150yds, 10lb/120yds
Line Capacity : mm/m 0.20mm/200m, 0.26mm/170m, 0.30mm/150m
Gear ratio : 4.6:1

5000: Line Capacity : Lb/yds 8lb/180yds, 10lb/140yds, 12lb/100yds
Line Capacity : mm/m 0.26mm/170m, 0.28mm/150m 0.33mm/120m
Gear ratio : 4.6:1
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AERONIUM SUPA LITE RECLINER
K0300021 119,99 €
H80-99 W47 D58cm WEIGHT 3.9kg

This super lightweight chair has been designed specifically for fishing on sloping
bankside terrain. The leg lengths have been adjusted to provide maximum available
extension at the front of the chair, making this model perfect for steeper banks. A
new mattress layout provides increased comfort, but still features our unique lightweight waterproof material for easy cleaning. The chair is made using Aeronium, a
special Magnesium Alloy material that’s extraordinarily lightweight and strong.
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SPEED FIT ADAPTOR & INSERTS
K0360036 Adaptor 9,99 €
K0360037 Inserts 3,99 €

The perfect solution to changing between rod rests and bite
alarms quickly. Using either the Speed Fit Adaptor, or Speed Fit
Tilting Buzz Bars, simply half turn to release the insert. Perfect
when you want to pack everything away to the most compact
transport size.
Not suitable for use with landing nets.
Speed Fit Adaptor

Speed Inserts
2 per pack

SPEEDFIT TRIPOD ADAPTOR
K0360045 19,99 €

Perfect for anglers who might confront difficult swims where their banksticks
won't go in the ground. Simply add three banksticks and either your rod rest
head or buzz bar, and you're fishing. This is made really easy thanks to the
Speedfit system on the points of attachment, meaning you are just a few
clicks away from a sturdy and strong tripod. Speedfit works with just half
a turn, it's fast and easy to use. The rear bankstick attachment, meanwhile,
gives anglers the option to adjust the angle of their tripod to suit different
terrain. A great, multi-use product.
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2-Rod KBI-Compact Alarm Set

3-Rod KBI-Compact Alarm Set

KBI-COMPACT ALARM SETS
K0360043 2-Rod 49,99 € / K0360044 3-Rod 59,99 €
K0360041 KBI-Compact Alarm only 11,99 €

The KBI Compact is a super tough alarm in a small, hard-wearing body. Featuring a sensitive inner roller wheel and
a bright LED, it’s a fantastic choice for all forms of specimen angling. The speaker features adjustable volume, while
the LED boasts a 10 second alert feature.
Available in 2 Rod or 3 Rod sets including wireless receiver.

KBI-Compact Alarm only
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• Powered by a 23A battery (not included)

• High output speaker

• Adjustable volume

• Sensitive bite indication

• 5mm LED

• Rolling code system - no interference

• Compact design

• 100m receiver range

• 20 second latching LED

• Very low battery drain

• Adjustable locking nut and compression washer

• 39mm x 85mm x 25mm alarm size

• Water guarded speaker

• 120mm x 45mm x 20mm receiver size

KORUM NEW PRODUCTS 2021

NEO-MAG BITE INDICATORS
K0360039 Standard 5g 12,99 €
K0360040 XL 11g (not including 5g weight) 14,99 €
Standard H40 W12mm / XL H50 W18mm

Bite indication for the allround angler. Can be used efficiently with a broad
spectrum of reel line diameters thanks to the spring-loaded ball-bearing
that pushes against an inner Neodymium magnet. This creates the perfect
line-flow. The design achieves high levels of grip in extreme conditions, but
also allows your line to release easily when you strike.
Available in two sizes. Each model comes with:
• 3 x Neo-Mag indicator heads in red, clear and blue
• 1 x Neo-Mag Line Clip system
• Hard wearing 4"/10cm link chain and hockey stick
• XL version comes with additional 5g weight
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Scales and landing net
handle not included

MULTI WEIGH BAR
K0360038 16,99 €

This versatile product is a great compact weigh bar with multiple uses. Can be
used as a standard weighing bar, but also features a thread to attach the bar
to a landing net handle when pivoting the weigh sling from the ground for a
more accurate reading. Complete with strong carabiner and soft touch foam.
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FULL METAL LATEX SPOON NETS
K0380023 26"/65cm 34,99 € / K0380024 30"/75cm 36,99 €

Our toughest spoon nets ever! Using a CNC machined metal spreader block and chunky
15mm frame for maximum strength when fishing for big fish. Includes our special lightweight
SOFTEX latex mesh, made with more depth, making it ideal for short term retention of
those special fish whilst you arrange your fish care and camera equipment. A retaining
tag at the base of the mesh also means you can transport the net easily between swims.
• Anodised 15mm frame
• Fish-friendly SOFTEX latex mesh
• Retaining tag system
• Available in 26" and 30"

OPPORTUNIST X SERIES NET HANDLES
1.8M XTND
K0380025 1.8m 44,99 €
WEIGHT 221g

At just 45cm in length when packed away, it’s our smallesst and strongest compact net handle
to date. Screw thread is pinned for added strength, with increased carbon wall diameters for
extreme durability. Can be used easily with nets up to 42”.

2.8M XTND

K0380026 2.8m 49,99 €
WEIGHT 314g

At just 65cm in length when packed away, this longer version is ideal for river fishing or urban
fishing from high banks. Screw thread is pinned for added strength, with increased carbon wall
diameters for extreme durability. Can be used easily with nets up to 36”.

Features:
• Thick-wall construction carbon fibre for
durability and strength
• 20mm tip diameters to enable use with
larger net sizes
• Stealthy Opportunist finish, with shrink
wrap grips
• Hard-tapered Duplon to keep compact
during transport
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MULTI TOOL
K0310115 14,99 €
H20 W6cm

The Korum Multi-Tool comes in a useful holster with an extending keeper
cord that allows you quick and easy access to this fantastic, multi-use tool.
Can be used like forceps for unhooking, as a pair of pliers and also as a
cutting tool. Made using black oxide stainless steel.
Comes complete with expanding keeper and carabiner.
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BARBEL REEL LINE - 500M
K0390007 10lb 4.5kg 0.30mm 14,99 €
K0390008 12lb 5.4kg 0.33mm 14,99 €
K0390009 15lb 6.8kg 0.35mm 14,99 €

Barbel are recognised as the hardest fighting coarse species and fishing for
them requires zero compromise on the strength and durability of your tackle.
Barbel Reel Line has been developed to provide extreme abrasion resistance,
superior knot strength and a linear breaking strain that absorbs powerful
lunges. The Camo finish blends with the environment perfectly.
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BAIT GRIPPER LEADS
K0310099 60g 2,50 € / K0310100 90g 2,99 €
K0310101 120g 3,50 € / K0310102 150g 3,99 €
K0310103 180g 4,50 €

This highly versatile gripper lead allows you to apply groundbait,
paste or pellets just like you would with a feeder. The innovative
mesh insert grips the bait, whilst the hydrodynamic weight
grips the lake or riverbed. The insert can be swapped out for a
Korum inline insert if desired when using shorter hooklinks and
a ‘method’ style presentation.

INLINE INSERTS
K0310104 2,99 €

These highly versatile inserts can
be used with a multitude of Korum
weights, controller floats and feeders,
or simply to convert existing inline
systems to a safer, tailrubber free
setup. Made from a flexible, durable
material, they won’t split and have a
front recess that accepts numerous
sizes of swivel.
• Comes supplied with matt black
power swivels
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RIVER CAGE FEEDERS
K0320032 45g 2,99 € / K0320033 60g 2,99 €
K0320034 90g 3,75 € / K0320035 120g 4,25 €
K0320036 150g 4,99 € / K0320037 XL 60g 3,25 €
K0320038 XL 90g 3,75 € / K0320039 XL 120g 4,25 €
K0320040 XL 150g 4,99 €

Made from a super strong, durable metal mesh frame.
Hydrodynamic design for use in flowing water, it’s low profile
grips the riverbed better than standard feeders. The closed rear
design enables the use of larger particle baits in deeper water,
offering a slower release. Camo finish for ultimate camouflage.
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SURFACE BOMBS
K0310105 Camo Standard 4,99 € / K0310106 Camo XL 5,50 € / K0310107 Fluoro Standard 4,99 € / K0310108 Fluoro XL 5,50 €

Surface fish with stealth and accuracy with the Surface Bomb! You can adjust the weight of this precision engineered controller float
with ease by adding water to give you the casting distance you require. The rubber grommet on the top of the Surface Bomb allows
you to add water, whilst also providing a highly visual sight bob when fishing. This versatile controller float is aerodynamic thanks to
the weight-forward pear drop design, which also provides a bolt effect, due to the resistance on taking fish at the front of the float.
Comes complete with our specially designed quickchange stem, which can be used a multitude of beads and swivels to provide a
safe, semi-fixed setup.
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ALLROUNDER HOOKS
Barbless
K0310060 Size 8 / K0310061 Size 10
K0310062 Size / 12 K0310063 Size 14 2,50 €
Barbed
K0310064 Size 4 / K0310065 Size 6
K0310066 Size 8 / K0310067 Size 10 2,50 €
10 per pack

Our most versatile hook yet. Featuring a subtle beaked point
and slight out-turned eye, it works effectively whether tied
directly, or when hair rigging with heavier breaking strains of
monofilament and fluorocarbon.
High grade Japanese carbon steel
• Chemically sharpened points
• PTFE coating
Barbless size:
8, 10, 12, 14

Barbed sizes:
4, 6, 8, 10

Barbless size:
8, 10, 12

Barbed sizes:
8, 10, 12

Barbless size:
6, 8, 10, 12, 14

Barbed sizes:
6, 8, 10, 12, 14

PENETRATOR HOOKS
Barbless
K0310083 Size 8 / K0310084 Size 10
K0310085 Size 12 2,50 €
Barbed
K0310086 Size 8 / K0310087 Size 10
K0310088 Size 12 2,50 €
10 per pack

Purpose-built to go in and stay in, the beaked point featured
on the Supersteel Penetrator hooks provide a new level of
hookhold security. Featuring a chemically-sharpened beaked
point that won’t burr on the lake or riverbed . The Penetrator
is most effective when hair rigging with supple hooklengths
due to its subtle in-turned eye.
High grade Japanese carbon steel
• Chemically sharpened points
• PTFE coating

GRAPPLER HOOKS
Barbless
K0310089 Size 6 / K0310090 Size 8 / K0310091 Size 10
K0310092 Size 12 / K0310093 Size 14 2,50 €
Barbed
K0310094 Size 6 / K0310095 Size 8 / K0310096 Size 10
K0310097 Size 12 / K0310098 Size 14 2,50 €
10 per pack

This aggressive, curved-shank pattern has been designed
to provide the ultimate hook-hold. The point is swept
back towards the eye for improved penetration, whilst the
eye is very slightly out-turned to allow use with strong
monofilaments, as well as more subtle braid presentations.
The beaked point withstands hitting hard ground brilliantly,
whilst the large eye enables use with thicker materials.
High grade forged carbon steel
• Chemically sharpened points
• PTFE coating
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HD HOODIE

HD TSHIRT

K0350027 M / K0350028 L / K0350029 XL
K0350030 XXL / K0350031 XXXL 36,99 €

K0350032 M / K0350033 L / K0350034 XL
K0350035 XXL / K0350036 XXXL 19,99 €

80% cotton / 20% polyester

100% cotton

DRI-ACTIVE LONGSLEEVE SHIRT
K0350037 M / K0350038 L / K0350039 XL
K0350040 XXL / K0350041 XXXL 29,99 €

Utilises our new Dri-Active material that’s designed to wick
moisture away from your skin, keeping you cooler in summer
and warmer in winter. Can be used as an outer layer in the
warmer months, or as a baselayer when it’s cold. The soft,
highly flexible material makes Dri-Active perfect for roving,
walking and more active styles of fishing.
• Dri-active performance material
• Fast moisture wicking control
• Lightweight, soft
• Quick dry function
100% interlock polyester

3000 BREATHABLE
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NECK SHIELD
K0350026 6,99 €

This multipurpose garment can be worn as a head
or neck gaiter, keeping you protected from the
elements. The special sweat-proof material provides
a barrier from wind and high or low air temperatures
to make your days fishing more comfortable.
• Breathable sweat-proof material
• Soft touch feel
• Seam free for comfort
• Machine washable/non-iron
• Multi-purpose use
100% breathable polyester

iDEFINITION FLOATING SUNGLASSES
K0350025 23,99 €

iDefinition provides a specially selected lens design that offers greater
perception of the colour green, the colour our eyes are most sensitive
to in the visible light spectrum. Green lenses provide better contrast
than grey lenses and offer better colour accuracy than brown lenses.
Because greens lenses favour the transmittance of green light, they
provide excellent visual acuity in all light conditions. in short, this makes
iDefinition perfect for modern course fishing. As we all know accidents
happen from time to time so we have now made our glasses float, giving
you time to scoop them out of the water if you drop them in. The new
wide frame shape lets in less light, whilst also looking modern and stylish.
100% UV protection

ALLROUNDER CAP
K0350042 10,99 €
100% cotton
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Toxic Frog

Motor Oil

Real Ale

Silver Fish

Dark Lord

FLOATEX REGGIEZ (PACKS)
Z0660032 7.5cm - Toxic Frog / Z0660033 7.5cm - Motor Oil
Z0660034 7.5cm - Real Ale / Z0660035 7.5cm - Silver Fish
Z0660036 7.5cm - Dark Lord / Z0660037 7.5cm - Spotted Goby 3,50 €
3 per pack

Reggiez are a durable floating crayfish imitation that enables you to fish with the popular finesse
‘Ned Rigging’ technique really effectively. The FLOATEX material is much softer than normal lures,
yet resists any cuts and tears due to its stretchy compound. This bait is incredible – retrieve it slowly
and let the claws of the Reggiez wobble, wiggle and shake.

Spotted Goby

Long pauses can bring great rewards, as the Reggiez stand straight up off the bottom due to their
buoyancy, just like a crayfish standing in the defensive position. On the pause, the claws wave naturally,
creating a subtle presentation for pressured fish. The body also features a natural hook slot, for weedless
rigging.
*WARNING - Do not mix FLOATEX with other standard lures. The two materials will react with
each other.
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Toxic Frog

Motor Oil

FLOATEX SQUIRMZ (PACKS)
Z0660020 5cm - Toxic Frog / Z0660021 5cm - Motor Oil
Z0660022 5cm - Real Ale / Z0660023 5cm - Silver Fish
Z0660024 5cm - Dark Lord / Z0660025 5cm - Spotted Goby 3,50 €
5cm 6 per pack

Z0660026 7.5cm - Toxic Frog / Z0660027 7.5cm - Motor Oil
Z0660028 7.5cm - Real Ale / Z0660029 7.5cm - Silver Fish
Z0660030 7.5cm - Dark Lord / Z0660031 7.5cm - Spotted Goby 3,50 €
Real Ale

Silver Fish

7.5cm 4 per pack

Squirmz are a durable floating lure that enables you to fish with the popular finesse
'Ned Rigging' technique really effectively. The FLOATEX material is much softer than
normal lures, yet resists any cuts and tears due to its stretchy compound. This bait is
incredible – retrieve it slowly and let the Squirmz wriggle, twist and shake.
Long pauses can bring great rewards, as the Squirmz stand straight up off the bottom due
to their buoyancy. On the pause, the Squirmz tail lifts up, creating a super natural attraction
that imitates a wide variety of prey – from small baitfish, to crayfish standing in the defensive
position. The chevron body design creates a darting action big predators cannot resist.
*WARNING - Do not mix FLOATEX with other standard lures. The two materials will
react with each other.

Dark Lord

Spotted Goby
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SNAPPER BUOYANT SQUIRMZ
Z0660015 Squirmz 5cm- Natural / Z0660016 5cm - Mutant
Z0660017 7.5cm - Mutant 6,99 €
3 per pack

Squirmz are a durable floating lure that enables you to fish with the popular finesse 'Ned Rigging'
technique really effectively. The material is much softer than normal lures, yet resists any cuts and
tears due to its stretchy compound. This bait is incredible – retrieve it slowly and let the Squirmz
wriggle, twist and shake.
Long pauses can bring great rewards, as the Squirmz stand straight up off the bottom due to their
buoyancy and the special design of the matching Squirmz jighead. On the pause, the Squirmz tail
lifts up, creating a super natural attraction that imitates a wide variety of prey – from small baitfish, to
crayfish standing in the defensive position.
Squirmz are available in two varieties – a Natural pack and Fluoro pack. Each includes 3 Squirmz in a
superb offering of colour variations that have proven themselves time and time again during testing.
The jigheads in the ready-to-fish packs of Squirmz are size 1 with 5g heads. They cast like a bullet and
create a nose-diving motion that perfectly suits buoyant lures, helping them stand up off the bottom.

Squirmz Natural
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Squirmz Mutant

Squirmz Fluoro
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SNAPPER REGGIEZ

SNAPPER CHEB HEADS

Z0660018 7.5cm - Natural / Z0660019 7.5cm - Mutant 6,99 €

Z0740003 Size
Z0740004 Size
Z0740005 Size
Z0740006 Size
Z0740007 Size
Z0740008 Size
Z0740009 Size
Z0740010 Size
Z0740011 Size

3 per pack

Reggiez are a durable floating crayfish imitation that enables you to fish with the popular finesse
'Ned Rigging' technique really effectively. The FLOATEX material is much softer than normal lures,
yet resists any cuts and tears due to its stretchy compound. This bait is incredible – retrieve it
slowly and let the claws of the Reggiez wobble, wiggle and shake.
Long pauses can bring great rewards, as the Reggiez stand straight up off the bottom due to their
buoyancy, just like a crayfish standing in the defensive position. On the pause, the claws wave
naturally, creating a subtle presentation for pressured fish. The body also features a natural hook
slot, for weedless rigging.
Loaded Reggiez come with a super sharp 1/0 offset hook, pre-rigged on a 5g Chebaruska weight.
This provides maximum movement in a weedless, streamlined package.
*WARNING - Do not mix FLOATEX with other standard lures. The two materials will react with
each other.

4 - 3g
4 - 5g
1 - 3g
1 - 5g
1 - 7g
1 - 10g
1/0 - 5g
1/0 - 7g
1/0 - 10g 3,50 €

3 & 5g 5 per pack
7 & 10g 3 per pack

The ‘Chebaruska’ style of rigging enables
you to have a totally weedless presentation
that creates more movement in your lure. The
quick-change clip that fixes inside the Cheb
weight gives your hook free-movement,
perfect when using buoyant lures like the
Snapper Floatex range. The high-carbon steel
hook used is strong, sharp and shaped to be
hidden inside your bait. Great for snaggy or
weedy environments, or when fish are getting
‘hook-shy’. Available in the popular finesse
fishing sizes and weights.
Compatible with the Snapper Floatex lure
range.
We recommend:
Size 4 - Squirmz 5cm
Size 1 - Squirmz 7.5cm
Size 1/0 - Reggiez 7.5cm

Reggiez Natural

Reggiez Mutant
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SNAPPER PREDATOR COT
Z0710003 69,99 €
H30 W130 D70cm

Provides predator anglers with a modern fishcare solution that’s compact,
lightweight and offers maximum protection for big fish. The unique design
provides a padded frame made using foam with a graphite inner. This is far
safer for fish than a solid metal frame and is also much lighter. The inner
padded foam section also features measuring tape, should you want to
document the length of your capture.
High-walled sides, padded for fish protection
• Unique folding design
• Removable padded inner base
• Supplied in a carry bag
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SNAPPER CULT TRAVEL 10-30G
Z0680011 64,99 €

Having a capable travel spinning rod to cope with a myriad of different
disciplines can transform a holiday or long journey into a memorable trip of
a lifetime. Our Cult Travel rod has been designed so it can be packed into a
suitcase, or even a laptop bag. It will go in the your hand luggage anywhere
in the world, giving you the option to wet a line, anywhere!
• Five piece carbon fibre construction
• Solid tip for durability and sensitivity
• The same great action from our Cult predator series
Braid rating: 6lb-20lb / 0.06mm-0.15mm / PE 0.2-0.9

G

K0680011 Cult Travel Rod

2150mm

480mm

126g

G

10-30g

G

n/a

8+1

5

n/a
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SNAPPER SO SOLID RODS
Z0680008 6’ 59,99 € / Z0680009 6’ 6” 64,99 € / Z0680010 7’ 69,99 €

The So Solid range uses solid carbon tips to ensure an ultra-fast action with
unrivalled sensitivity. Even the most gentle bites will register, especially
when using very light lures. Not only do solid tips provide great feedback,
they are also a better design when using ultra-light fishing techniques like
Dropshot, Carolina rigs and small crankbaits. What’s more, the solid tips are
mega durable, withstanding much more abuse than standard hollow tip rods.
Features soft touch EVA grip with carbon ‘sensitivity’ spots for your hands
to feel bites even sooner.
6’ two piece 1-7g
Braid rating: 3lb-12lb / 0.04mm-0.12mm / PE 0.1-0.6
6’6 two piece 2-12g
Braid rating: 3lb-12lb / 0.04mm-0.12mm / PE 0.1-0.6
7’ two piece 3-15g
Braid rating: 6lb-20lb / 0.06mm-0.14mm / PE 0.2-1.0

G

G

G

K0680008 6'

1850mm

960mm

94g

1-7g

n/a

9+1

2

n/a

K0680009 6' 6"

2000mm

1030mm

102g

2-12g

n/a

9+1

2

n/a

K0680010 7'

2150mm

1110mm

111g

3-15g

n/a

9+1

2

n/a
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